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Recent neurobiological research has gained knowledge about how spatial information is represented in the 

brain. This insight is of interest to cartographic practise, and it has inspired us to design a hierarchical 

network structure that can store generalized variants of geographical features. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Spatial representation in networks has several dimensions. One dimension is how to transfer results from 

recent research in the brain's spatial representation system to cartographic practise. In order to release 

possible spin-off effects cartographers should start designing experiments in co-operation with 

neurobiologists in the field of the brain's spatial representation system. 

Another dimension is how to apply network representations of spatial information to gain new insight into 

relations between spatial objects and phenomenon, i.e., how relations between geographical objects can be 

studied on the basis of network representations. Since hierarchical structures have the ability to make 

generalized variants of spatial information, research in this direction is of utmost interest. A mathematical 

method to derive topological properties of node clusters is presented; terms like interior, boundary and 

closure of node groups are defined. An example demonstrates how geographical regions can be 

represented in a network and how the topological terms considered, may apply. We can speculate about 

how the presented network representation of the geographical environment relates to the brain's spatial 

representation system. A possible interpretation is commented at the end of the paper. 

2. CARTOGRAPHIC IMPLICATION OF MODERN BRAIN RESEARCH 

Recent neurobiological research shows how place cells, grid cells and head cells form the basis for 

quantitative spatiotemporal representation of places and routes in the brain's memory [2]—when 

generalizing the results to cartographic practise, we must be aware that the research is carried out on rats. 

Place cells are located in the brain area hippocampus. Each place cell corresponds to some geographical 

area and forms a basis for spatial memory. The entorhinal grid cells—located in the medial enthorinal 

cortex—form elements of a metric system for spatial navigation [2]; grid cells have a certain spacing and 

orientation. They can be said to have some similarity to grid data structures used in geographical 

information systems. Geometric borders have a representation in an entorhinal cell type that fires when an 

animal is close to the borders of the proximal environment [4]. These cells are relatively sparse, and may 

be active in anchoring grid fields and place fields to a geometric reference frame [4]. 

An interesting result of the cited research—from a cartographic point of view—is that when salient 

landmarks are removed, place cells and grid cells continue to fire in the original location [2, page 72]. 

Therefore, we can argue that dialog fields or map legends should follow a design that put a certain 

information field in a fixed location. When the location is selected, it should not be changed, because we 

have neurobiological evidence for that change of the position may confuse the map user—the map user 

will look in the old position for the information field considered. Another result is that geometric 

boundaries play an important role in defining the firing location of a place cell [1, page 72]. Therefore, 

when making route descriptions, we have neurobiological evidence for the importance of geographical 

boundaries. From the cited research it seems that boundaries play a more dominant role than land marks. 

3. THE HYPERMODE ALGORITHM 

We believe that clustering or grouping of nodes in a network is essential to the understanding of its 

structure and to support its possible applications. For example, may a better insight into mechanisms for 

making hierarchical network structures contribute to a model for how the human brain makes generalized 

variants of information, or how can hierarchical network structures be applied to cartographic practise. 

Therefore, a method to make hierarchical network structures will be reviewed—the method is termed the 

hypernode algorithm [1]. 

The reorderable matrix [3] is used to group objects with similar characteristics. We may regard this matrix 

as a special case of a network; each geographical unit is related to some attributes. From the hypernode 

algorithm [1] a network can be partitioned into disjoint collections of subsets of nodes—hypernodes— and 

a hierarchy of hypernodes can be constructed, see Fig. 1. 





 



Figure 1. The hypernode algorithm clusters nodes in a network based on the strength of their connections. 
A group of nodes is termed a hypernode. The coloured regions illustrate different hypernodes. At levels 2, 
4, 5 and 6 there are 13, 7, 3 and 1 hypernode, respectively. The number of sub nodes of the hypernodes is 
shown. 
4. FROM TOPOLOGY IN SPACE TO NETWORK REPRESENTATION 

The mathematical concepts in topology as interior, boundary and closure are not limited to the 2D-map 

space. Figure 2 illustrates how these concepts [5] can be defined on a group of nodes that is a part of 

network X. The boundary ∂A of group A of nodes is the set of nodes that connects A to the rest of the 

network. The interior A
o
 of A is the set of edges and nodes that represents the internal part of A. 

 
Figure 2. Illustration of topological properties of a group of nodes in a network X. The definition of open 
and closed edges takes its definition from open and closed intervals in the one-dimensional space R1. From 
this it follows that an edge in the network is closed if it contains its start and end node. The group A of 
nodes in the figure is therefore a closed set, i.e., A=A �. Since A is a closed set, its complement Ac is an 
open set. The closure (Ac ) �  of the complement is applied to define the boundary ∂A of A by taking the 
intersection between the closure of A and the closure of the complement of A . From this the boundary of A 
is the set of nodes ={6,9,12}. The interior Ao of A is computed as the set difference beween the closure and 
the boundary of A. 
Inspired by the discovery of grid cells, place cells and border cells in modern neurobiology, the previous 

mathematical concepts will be used to define a mapping of topological properties in the spatial domain to a 

network representation. Let us assume that a geographical area is divided into a set of blocks; interior 

blocks. The network representation of an interior block will be termed place node. The strength of the 

connections between the nodes in a network can be defined from how similar the different interior blocks 

are. The boundary of a region is also divided into a set of blocks; boundary blocks. The network 

representation of a boundary block will be termed boundary node. The boundary blocks of a geographical 

region connects it to its neighbouring regions. 

From the proposed model it follows that geographical regions can be represented in a network by mapping 

the interior blocks and the boundary blocks and their relations to nodes and edges in a network, see the 



example in Figure 3. The cluster of nodes—hypernodes—that can be generated from the network, relies on 

the strength of the relations between the interior blocks and how the boundary blocks relate to each other 

and the interior blocks as well. The constructed example in Figure 3 shows a perfect match between the 

spatial arrangement—topological relations—of geographical features and a certain hierarchical level of 

hypernodes. 

 
Figure 3. Example of network representation of some geographical features. The following land use 
classes are shown: Farm land, park, village, city, forest, lake and a group of houses. The coloured areas 
illustrate the extension of the geographical regions. A network representation of the regions is shown. By 
running the hypernode algorithm on the network, the original graph is reduced to seven hypernodes at a 
certain level in the hierarchy of hypernodes; level 4. The numbers of sub nodes of the different hypernodes 
at level 4 is shown. The hypernodes and the land use classes are overlayed. The large black nodes 
represent the boundary nodes of the hypernodes. This constructed example shows a match between the 
spatial arrangement—topological relations—of the land use classes and the hypernode definition. 



The strength of the connections between the nodes of the network represents a degree of freedom, i.e., 

since the grouping of nodes is implicit stored in the network, this can be regarded as an instrument that can 

be utilized in the application of the network. 

 

Figure 4. At level 5 in the hierarchy of hypernodes the network in Figure 3 consists of three 
hypernodes and represents a generalized variant of the regions. The large black nodes symbolize the 
boundary nodes of the hypernodes. 
A hierarchy of hypernodes can be generated. This feature enables the construction of a series of 

generalized variants of the original regions, see Figure 4. A possible application of the hypernode 

algorithm to cartographic generalization is indicated. When the hypenode algorithm is to be used in map 

generalization—aggregation of regions—the strength of the relations between the nodes in the network 

representation of the map is instrumental to the definition of hypernodes— the strength of the edges offers 

flexibility and application dependent freedom. 

From the Egenhofer 4-intersection model [6] topological relation between hypernodes can be generated. 

The previous defined terms like boundary and interior of groups of nodes are applied, and we get, for 

example, that the hypernodes farm land and village are inside hypernode A, see Figures 3 and 4. 

Hypernode A covers hypernode park, and hypernode A and B touch each other. If we look at a certain path 

in the network, we may get expressions like: The path crosses hypenode B and goes into hypernode C, for 

example. 

The place nodes may participate in different networks, we can talk about multiple networks. Say, for 

example, that we regard the relief of the terrain as one feature class and land cover as another. The 



proposed network representation enables relations between hypernodes of the two networks to be derived; 

for example, hypernode A in the relief network overlaps hypernode B in the land cover network. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The proposed data structure contains two different layers: A grid layer and a network layer. From a 

computational point of view, what should be the advantage of splitting the geographical information into 

the two-layer model compared with a model that only applies a grid structure? The network layer with 

place nodes stores topological relations between regions. From this model groups of nodes can be 

generated from the knowledge of the strength of the edges between the nodes. In that way information 

about the extent of a single region can be derived. Therefore, the grid model and the network model 

complement each other: The grid model imposes the metrical information on the representation of the 

geographical environment, whereas the network model takes care of the topological information. 

Another question is why a single region should be associated several place nodes and not only one node. 

The advantage of assigning several place nodes to a region is that this opens the possibility to derive 

topological relations that consider both the interior and the boundary of a region, i.e., relations like: Path P 

goes into region R. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Recent neurobiological research has shown that spatial information is represented in the brain in place 

cells and border cells. By taking these concepts to a technological domain and apply them to the design of 

spatial data structures, a hierarchical network structure comes out. Spatial information can be represented 

in a network by mapping regions and their boundaries to place nodes and boundary nodes, respectively; a 

hierarchy of hypernodes can be constructed from the strength of the elements that make up the network—

nodes and edges. The hypernode algorithm, for example, can be used to make the hypernodes. From the 

definition of topological properties of a group of nodes—interior, boundary and closure—topological 

relations between node clusters can be derived, for example by applying the Egenhofer crisp intersection 

model [6] or a model that considers regions with fuzzy extension [7]. 

Spatial navigation may become one of the first nonsensory cognitive functions to be understood in 

reasonable mechanistic detail at the microcircuit level [2]. Therefore, 

I would like to address the co-operation between cartographers and neurobiologists in the field of the 

brain's spatial representation system. The spatial concepts used in cartography—theories on topological 

relations, multi-resolution theories, hierarchical representations, network theory and generalization 

theories—may inspire brain researchers to design experiments that can be of utmost importance for 

cartographic design. 

Related to the brain's spatial representation system, one may speculate on the truth value of the proposed 

hierarchical network representation of spatial information—how is generalized variants of spatial 

information generated in the brain, and how is information about topological relations between spatial 

features extracted. 

The proposed computer oriented representation of spatial information is in an early stage of development, 

and its importance has to be tested on real world data and valuable applications. 

7. FUTURE ISSUES 

1) Work must be done to find a strategy to define the spatial extension of the place blocks and boundary 

blocks of a certain geographical region, i.e., how to define the number of place nodes and boundary nodes 

to be associated to a spatial region. 

2) The strength of the relations between the nodes in the network model must be examined in the context 

of certain applications, for example cartographic generalization. 

3) The interaction between the grid model and the network model should be examined in the context of 

certain applications, for example cartographic generalization. 
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